Spin-orbit coupling in symmetrically doped Si/Si 1Ϫx Ge x quantum wells is investigated theoretically. Unavoidable fluctuations of concentration of dopant ions lead to a finite spin-orbit coupling there even if the mean dopant concentrations are equal on both sides of the well. This effect, being a realization of the minimal possible strength of spin-orbit coupling, leads to a measurable intensity of electric-dipole spin resonance, that is, to electron spin-flip transitions caused by electric field of an incident electromagnetic wave. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.161303 PACS number͑s͒: 73.21.Ϫb The structure inversion asymmetry in artificial twodimensional ͑2D͒ electron systems as hetererojunctions, metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor devices, and asymmetrically doped quantum wells ͑QW's͒ leads, in these systems, to the Rashba spin-orbit ͑SO͒ coupling Hamiltonian
Here, e is the electron charge and A is a vector potential of external field. Ĥ SO describes a k ʈ -dependent magnetic field h R Ќk ʈ acting on the spin of a carrier. This field leads to a k ʈ -dependent spin splitting 2␣k ʈ in zero magnetic field, renormalization of the g factor, splitting of cyclotron resonance, and electric-dipole spin ͑combined͒ resonance, where an external periodic electric field causes spin-flip transitions. In GaAs/Al x Ga 1Ϫx As heterojunctions 5 and Si-based transistors, 6 where the structure asymmetry is strong, 7 ␣ is of the order of 10 Ϫ10 eV cm, leading to 2␣k F ϳ1 meV for the Fermi momentum k F ϳ10 6 cm Ϫ1 corresponding to 2D concentration of carriers, n 2D ϳ10 11 cm Ϫ2 . By changing the asymmetry of the doping on the well sides, it is possible to manipulate the magnitude and the sign of ␣ in GaAs/Al x Ga 1Ϫx As-based systems. 4 In structures produced of zinc-blende crystals with bulk inversion asymmetry ͑BIA͒ such as GaAs, the Dresselhaus term leads to an additional spin splitting of carrier size quantization subbands. For electrons, its contribution is proportional to ␣ c k ʈ (/a) 2 , where a is the well thickness 8, 9 and ␣ c is the Dresselhaus SO coupling constant. For holes, the k ʈ dependence is more complicated and can be nonmonotonic. 9 At certain conditions it is possible to distinguish the Rashba-and the Dresselhausoriginated terms experimentally 10 . Another mechanism of a momentum-dependent spin splitting in zinc-blende-based QW's, a native interface asymmetry ͑NIA͒, arises due to changes in the chemical bonds at the interfaces 11 of two compounds that do not share a common ion. In asymmetric Si/Si 1Ϫx Ge x QW's, where neither BIA nor NIA term contributes, ␣ is much smaller, being however, reliably measurable by electron-spin-resonance ͑ESR͒ technique 12 giving ␣ ϭ0.55ϫ10 Ϫ12 eV cm. An experimental evidence for a SO coupling for holes in these wells was found in Ref. 13 .
Since SO coupling determines the spin-relaxation rate, 14 that is, reliability and operational properties of spintronics devices, [15] [16] [17] [18] it is important to understand the possibilities to manipulate its strength. For example, in a QW the asymmetry can be removed by an equivalent doping on the sides or effectively by applying an external bias. Recently, it was proposed 19 that an external bias can mutually compensate the Rashba and the Dresselhaus terms. By changing the bias, one could manipulate the spin dynamics. With the aim to understand the limits of spin manipulation, it is necessary to find the lowest limit of the SO coupling when all its main causes seem to disappear. The aim of this paper is to investigate such a minimum in symmetrically doped Si/Si 1Ϫx Ge x QW, where the structure, the interface, and the bulk inversion asymmetry seem to vanish. We will show that an SO coupling cannot be avoided even in these ''perfectly'' symmetric systems and leads to an experimentally observable electricdipole spin resonance intensity there.
Even if the number of the dopant ions is precisely the same on each side of the QW, a random electric field perpendicular to the well arises due to unavoidable fluctuations of the concentration of the dopant ions on the well sides. A model of a random SO coupling in bulk Si and Ge with charged impurities was proposed by Mel'nikov and Rashba. 20 There fluctuations of the dopant concentration lead to a random Coulomb field at donor sites, and, in turn, to a local SO coupling. Below we consider the dopantfluctuation-induced random Rashba field in a QW and show that this field imposes restrictions on the minimal strength of the SO coupling.
A structure consisting of a 2D conducting channel and two dopant layers at Ϫl 1 Ϫw 1 /2ϽzϽϪl 1 ϩw 1 /2 and l 2 Ϫw 2 /2ϽzϽl 2 ϩw 2 /2 ͑Fig. 1͒ with condition n 1 w 1 ϭn 2 w 2 which assures zero mean electric field in the well is considered. Here, n j ϭ͗n j (r)͘ ( jϭ1,2) is the mean concentration on a side, ͗•••͘ stands for averages, and 2D concentration of carriers in the well n 2D ϭn 1 w 1 ϩn 2 w 2 . As the factor that determines the strength of the SO coupling we consider the z component of electric field of the dopant ions E z () in a point, with 2D coordinate at the well symmetry plane (z ϭ0), where the charge density ͉ 2 (z)͉ for the first subband of the size quantization considered below is close to the maximum. We also assume that the SO coupling is a linear function of the electric field, and, therefore ␣()ϭE z (), where is a system-dependent parameter. The experimental data of Ref. 12 corresponds to ϳ0.2͉e͉ Å 2 . The z component of the Coulomb field of the dopants with concentration n(r) is given by
where rϭ(r ʈ ,z), with r ʈ being the (xy)-plane contribution to the radius vector and ⑀ is the dielectric constant. The integration is performed over two dopant layers shown in Fig. 1 . The function f (,r) has the form
.
͑3͒
We assume that the correlation function of the dopant concentration is the ''white noise'': 
ͬ .
͑6͒
Below we consider a case where w 1 ϭw 2 ϵw, l 1 ϭl 2 ϵl 0 , and n 1 ϭn 2 ϵn and note that for a very thin dopant layer w 
where rЈϭ(Ј,z). F corr () shown in Fig. 2 decays at ϳl 0 , and therefore, establishes a common spatial nanoscale of the order of l 0 ϳ10 nm for the lateral and the z-axis directions. The resulting Rashba Hamiltonian describes the random SO coupling:
with the mean value ͗h R ()͘ϭ0.
Above we did not consider explicitly the screening of the z component of the E z () field due to the following reason. The lateral charge redistribution in the field of dopant ions which causes the lateral screening, does not change E z () due to the mirror symmetry of the charge density ͉ 2 (z)͉. Therefore, the screening corrections to E z () arise due to polarization of the wave functions along the z axis. These corrections are linear in E z (), and, therefore lead to a small renormalization of constant only.
Having established the mechanism and the magnitude of the random SO coupling, below we shall discuss a possibility of its experimental observation. With this aim we consider a response of a 2D electron gas in a magnetic field Hʈz to a weak external electromagnetic wave concentrating on spinflip transitions caused by the magnetic ͑paramagnetic resonance͒ and electric ͑electric-dipole spin resonance 2 ͒ field of the incident wave. The Hamiltonian of interaction of electron charge with an external electromagnetic wave is 
where m* is the lateral effective mass. The terms in v x and v y containing the Pauli matrices cause the spin-flip transitions. The matrix elements of v y between spin-up i ()͉↑͘ and spin-down f ()͉↓͘ states is
with the average ͗v f i ͘ϭ0 due to ͗␣()͘ϭ0. 23 However, the parameter that determines the measured intensity of spin-flip transitions, ͉͗v f i ͉ 2 ͘, is finite:
We consider below the quantum limit of the problem, where not more than four Landau levels with principal quantum numbers nϭ0,1 ͑two spin up and two spin down͒ per valley in Si/Si x Ge 1Ϫx QW's are occupied due to a strong applied magnetic field. For a concentration of carriers n 2D ϭ2 ϫ10 11 cm Ϫ2 per valley, this occurs at HϾ2.3 T. For this reason, we choose the states
corresponding to the zero orbital momentum ground ͓ 00 (),nϭ0͔ and the first excited state ͓ 10 (),nϭ1͔ in the uniform static magnetic field with gauge Aϭ͓H,r ‡/2, respectively, and the magnetic length l H ϵͱបc/͉e͉H. The pure spin-flip-transitions as i ()͉↑͘→ i ()͉↓͘ without change of the Landau level number occur at frequency g B /ប, where the g factor of an electron in Si is close to 2. The transitions with a simultaneous change of the spin and principal quantum numbers i ()͉↑͘→ f ()͉↓͘ occur at frequencies ͉e͉H/m*cϮg B /ប being relatively weak satellites of the synchrotron resonance line at frequency c ϭ͉e͉H/m*c. Here, we neglected the influence of the random potential on the orbital movement of electrons since for mobility higher than 10 5 cm 2 /(V s) and HϾ1 T one obtains c Ͼ10 with being the momentum relaxation time. Figure 3 illustrates the cases of a weak (l H ӷl 0 ) and a strong (l H Ӷl 0 ) magnetic field. 
͑15͒
Here, we have taken into account that the amplitudes of the fields in the wave are given by A 0 ϭ(c/)E 0 , E 0 ϭH 0 /ͱ⑀, and at the spin-flip resonance បϭg B H. From Eq. ͑15͒ one can obtain that the dipole spin transitions dominate up to static fields
where
. With experimental ͗␣͘ a ϭ0.55ϫ10 Ϫ12 eV cm ͑Ref. 12͒ and an estimate ␣ rnd /͗␣͘ a ϳ0.1 which follows from comparison of Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ we obtain ␣ rnd ϳ5ϫ10 Ϫ14 eV cm, which leads to ␣ rnd ͉e͉/ B 2 ͱ⑀ ϳ10 T, and correspondingly, l ␣ ϳ10 nm. Therefore, at H Ͻ10 T the spin-flip transitions caused by Ẽ are still more probable than the transitions due to the magnetic field ͑as shown in inset in Fig. 4͒ and have the intensity between one and two orders of magnitude smaller than in the asymmetrically doped wells.
To conclude, we demonstrated that a random SO coupling is present even in ''perfectly'' symmetric systems. This ''minimal'' coupling being an order of magnitude smaller or compatible with the coupling induced by the asymmetric doping imposes restrictions on possibilities to manipulate the SO effects artificially. The intensity of electric-dipole spin resonance due to the random coupling in the fields H Ͻ10 T is between one and two orders of magnitude smaller than the intensity of transitions caused by the regular SO coupling. This intensity is measurable with the ESR technique. The effect of the minimal SO coupling manifests itself also when the mean regular contribution in asymmetrically doped wells is suppressed by applying an external bias.
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